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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we continue the investigation into the Schur subgroup 
undertaken in [2] and [9]. The notation is the same as in [2]. Our main result 
is the following theorem: 
THEOREM. If S(k) contains an element of order m, then k contains cnE . 
The Brauer-Speiser theorem is a special case of this theorem. In proving 
this result, we also obtain detailed information on the distribution of invariants 
of the elements of S(k). We show that the value of a single p-local invariant 
determines the values of the other p-local invariants in a precise way. In 
applications of these results, we completely determine S(k) when k = Q(+) 
and when k is an imaginary quadratic field. 
Formulas (I) and (II) are those listed in Section 1 of [2]. 
2. DISTRIBUTION OF INVARIANTS 
In order to obtain our main result, we use the Brauer-Witt theorem to 
reduce to the case of a special character. Recall that a character 4 of H is 
special if 
(i) H contains a cyclic normal subgroup C with H/C a p-group; 
(ii) C has a faithful linear character TV such that tP = 4 and H/C w 
9 = G~(QW/QW). 
* The preparation of this paper was supported in part by NSF Grant #GP-23107. 
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As in section 2 of [2], we can construct a crossed product algebra A = 
(Q(c& 9, CX) which is th e simple component of Q($)H belonging to 4. 
LEMMA 1. Let 4 be a special character of a group H and let A be the crossed 
product a&ebra constructed for 4 in Section 2 of [2]. If the p-local index of A 
is qa, then cpa E Q(d). Furthermore, zf p is a prime of Q(4) dividing p and 
CJ E Gal(Q($)/Q) with (+>O = (E~~)~, then 
inv&A) = b inv&A) (mod 1). 
Proof. Set L = Q(4). Let u E Gal(L/Q). Then u may be extended to an 
automorphism in Gal(Q(cJ/Q) also denoted by u. Suppose l cu = cGd for an 
integer d. Let {a(~, y)} be the factor set for A given in Section 2 of [2]. 
Define /3(~, y) = 01(7, rp = ~(7, Y)~. Let A0 denote the simple component 
of LH belonging to 4”. Then [Au] = [(Q(eJ, 9, ,8)] = [AId. Hence by (I) 
inv,(A) = invP,(AU) = d imp,(A) (mod 1). 
For each t such that 0 < t < q” and q f t, there exists u E Gal(L/Q) which 
extends to Gal(Q(eJ/Q) in such a way that cc0 = eCd with d E t (mod q”). 
Simply choose any d relatively prime to c such that d = t (mod q”), and let c 
be the restriction of the map cC --f l Cd to L. Then 
inv,(A) = d invJA) = t invJA) (mod 1). 
Since the denominator of inv,(A) is q” and the numerator is not divisible by 
q, each of the values (t/q”} occurs as a p-local invariant of A. 
Now if q # 2, then eVa E L by Theorem 2 of [7]. Also the proof of this 
theorem is valid if q = 2 and Ed EL. So assume qa = 2” > 2 and c4 $ L. 
By the previous paragraph, both l/Za and 3/2” are p-local invariants of A. 
Since Gal(L/Q) permutes transitively the primes of k dividing p, there is a 
prime p of FE dividing p and cr E Gal(L/Q) such that invP(A) = 3/2a and 
inv,c(A) = 1/2a. Since cp $ L, u can be extended to Gal(Q(EJ/Q) in such a 
way that eCu = l Cd and <qd = E*. Thus d = 1 (mod 4). Then 
3 
- = inv&A) E d inv,,(A) = $ 
2” 
(mod 1). 
Since 2” > 2, this implies that d E 3 (mod 4). This contradiction shows 
that Ed EL. Therefore, q, EL in all cases. 
Now consider (J E Gal(L/Q) with (+)o = (+)“. Suppose u is extended to 
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Gal(Q(+Q) in such a way that l cu = E,~. Then d = b (mod qa) regardless 
of the choice of extension. Since the denominator of inv,,(A) is qa, then 
inv&A) = d inv,,(A) = b inv,,(A) (mod 1) 
regardless of the choice of extension. 
THEOREM 1. Let [B] E S(k) and let p be a rational prime. Suppose that B 
has p-local index m. The-n em. E k. Furthermore, ;f p is a prime of k dividing p 
and u E Gal(k/Q) with E,O = E,~, then 
inv,(B) = b inv,JB) (mod 1). 
Proof. Let m = qpq2 .. qp for distinct primes qi . We can write 
[B] = [B,][B,] ... [B,], where [BJ E S(k) and B, has p-local index qp. 
Clearly, if cqisi E k for all i, then Ed E k. Also if the second conclusion of the 
theorem holds for each Bi , then it holds for B since by (I), 
inv,(B) = 1 inv,(BJ (mod 1). 
z 
Hence it suffices to prove the theorem for the case that m = qs is a prime 
power. 
We may assume that B is the simple component of KG belonging to x, for 
an irreducible character x of a group G. Then k = Q(x) and mop(x) = qs. 
By the Brauer-Witt theorem there exists a special character 4 such that 
q { 1 k(4) : k 1 and mr($) = m&y), wheneverF 2 k. In particular, moPk(4) = qs, 
so m,,(C) = q” with a 3 s. Set K = k(4) and L = Q(4). Let d be the p-local 
degree of K/L and let f be the p-local degree of K/k. Since q 7 1 K : k 1, q ff, 
so moDX($) = mo,&) = qs. Let A be the crossed product algebra con- 
structed for 4 as in Lemma 1. Set A* = A gL K. Then [A*] E S(K) and 
A* has p-local index q”. By (II), 
inv,(A*) = dinv,,,(A*) (mod 1) 
for primes p of K dividing p. By Lemma I, + E L, so l ns E K. Also the theorem 
holds for A. Let u E Gal(K/Q) with (+) = (+)b. Since (n n kp = pu n k, 
inv,(A*) = d inv,,,(A) 
= db inv,,,,(A) 
= b inv,,(A*) (mod 1). 
Since (+)o = (Q)~, this shows that the theorem holds for A*. 
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Now set B* = B Ok K. Then since q {f, B* has p-local index q”. For the 
moment, consider a fixed prime p of K dividing p. Suppose inv,(B*) = t/q” 
and inv,(A*) = u/qs. Then q 7 t and q { U; so there exists an integer e such 
that t = eu (mod 4”). Thus [B*][A*lpe has invariant zero at p. By [2], all 
p-local invariants of [B*][A*]-” are zero. Hence for any prime p of K dividing 
p and (T E Gal(K/Q) with (+)” = (E~~)~, we have 
inv,(B*) = e inv,(A*) 
= eb inv,,(A*) 
= b inv,,(B*) (mod 1). 
Therefore the theorem holds for B*. 
Suppose <Us #k. Then there exists T E Gal(K/Q) such that 7 fixes k pointwise 
and (Q), = (Q)~ # cqS . Then 
inv,(B*) = b inv,,(B*) + invJB*) (mod 1). 
But (p n k)T = p n k, so we also have 
inv,(B*) = f inv&B) 
SE f invpTnk(B) 
= invpT(B*) (mod 1). 
This contradiction establishes the fact that ens E k. 
Now suppose (T E Gal(k/Q) with (+), = (E~~)~. We can extend o to an 
element of Gal(K/Q) also denoted by u. Each prime of k dividing p is of the 
form p n k for a prime p of K dividing p. We have 
f inv,,,(A) f inv,(A*) 
= b inv,,(A*) 
= bf invtpnk,o (A) (mod 1). 
Since the denominator of the invariants is qs and q f f, then 
inv,,,(A) E b inv,,,,,,(A) (mod 1). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Whenever a central simple algebra A has invariants which are distributed 
in the way described in Theorem 1 for all primes p, we say that A has 
uniformly distributed invariants. 
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In the following corollary we use (t, m) to denote the greatest common 
divisor of t and m. 
COROLLARY 1. Let [BJ E S(k) and let p be a rational prime. Suppose B has 
p-local index m. Then each of the values t/m, where 0 < t < m and (t, m) = 1, 
occurs equally often asp-local invariants of B. 
Proof. We can select b in the statement of the theorem in such a way that 
0 < b < m. Then as CJ ranges over all elements of Gal(k/Q), b takes each 
value such that (b, m) = 1 an equal number of times. Since the denominator 
of inv&B) is m, each value t/m occurs equally often as inv,o(B). 
COROLLARY 2. Let [B] E S(k) and let p1 and pz be primes of k dividing p. 
Suppose B has p-local index m. Then 
inv,JB) = inv,JB) - p1 n Q(4 = pz n Q(d 
Proof. If (T E Gal(k/Q) with E,O = E,~, then b = 1 (mod m) if and only 
if CJ fixes Q(+J pointwise. By [IO, Satz lo], p = 1 (mod m), so p splits com- 
pletely in Q(E~). Th us cr fixes Q(EJ pointwise if and only if p n Q(em) = 
P” n QhJ 
We have also proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1’. Let x be an irreducible character. If m = ma(x), then 
c-n E Q(x). 
COROLLARY 3. (Brauer-Speiser theorem [3, footnote, p. 71 l-7121). Let x 
be a real-valued irreducible character. Then m&) < 2. If x(l) is odd, then 
mdx> = 1. 
3. IMAGINARY QUADRATIC FIELDS 
Our first application is the determination of the Schur subgroup of an 
imaginary quadratic field. We need the following lemma which extends 
Theorem 2 of [6]. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose k is not real and Gal(k/Q) has a cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup. 
Then the elements of S(k) of order 2 are those classes inducedfrom S(Q). 
Proof. Suppose [A] E S(k) has order 2. By [I], S(Q) consists of all classes 
of quaternion algebras central simple over Q. (This was also done indepen- 
dently by Fields [4].) In order to show that [A] = [B a0 k] for some 
[B] E S(Q), it suffices to show that A has zero p-local invariants whenever 
j Qpk : Q, / is divisible by 2. 
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Suppose p is such that A has nonzero p-local invariants. Let L be the real 
subfield of k. By Theorem 2 of [6], A = B or. k where B is a quaternion 
algebra central simple over L. Let p be a prime of k dividing p. Then by (II), 
d inv,,,(B) = inv,(A) + 0 (mod 11, 
where d = 1 QVk : QBL I. Thus d = 1. Since k # L, it follows that the 
unique involution 7 of Gal(k/Q) d oes not fix the prime divisor p. Hence the 
decomposition group 2 = {u E Gal(k/Q) : p” = p} has odd order. Since 
1 QDk : Q, / = 1 J’? I, 1 QDk : Q, 1 is not divisible by 2. This establishes the 
lemma. 
THEOREM 2. Let k be an imaginary quadratic field with 2/-- 1 6 k and 
2/q 6 k. Then S(k) consists of the classes of B(k) which have uniformly 
distributed invariants with values 0 or + such that the p-local invariant is 0 
whenever p does not split in k. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, S(k) consists only of elements of order 2. Thus the 
p-local invariants have values 0 or 4. By Lemma 2, each element [A] of S(k) 
is induced from S(Q). If p does not split in k, then the p-local degree of k/Q 
is 2. Thus by (II), A has p-local invariant 0 if p does not split. Since S(Q) 
consists of all classes of quaternion algebras central simple over Q, then S(k) 
contains all classes with invariants as described. 
4. CYCLOTOMIC FIELDS 
In this section we consider the case that k = Q(+). We show that the 
construction of [9] can be generalized to provide generators for the Sylow 
q-subgroup of S(k). Then using Theorem 1, we determine S(k). This 
includes the cases of the imaginary quadratic fields Q( dq) and Q( 1/q) 
which were excluded from the previous section. Since S(Q) has already been 
determined, we assume that qn > 2. 
Let p be an odd rational prime with p 3 1 (mod q). Suppose p = 1 + qcd 
with (q, d) = 1. Let t be an integer which is a primitive root modulo p. 
Define the group G = (x, y) by the relations XD = yq”@-l) = 1 and y-%y = 
xt. Let x be a faithful irreducible character of G. Then x is induced from 
a linear character p of (x) x ( y”-r) and Q(x) = Q(+). Let w = yd. Then 
(w) is a Sylow q-subgroup of G and H = (x, w) is hyperelementary with 
respect to q. Set + = t.P. Then x = $G and Q(X) _C Q($). Thus m&v) ) mo(+). 
Since 4(l) is a power of q, mo(+) is a power of q, and hence so is m&x). 
Also 1 Q(4) : Q(x)1 = d is prime to q; so m&x) = mo(+). Furthermore, 
m,(x) = mF(#), whenever F 2 Q. 
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Since H is hyperelementary, we can apply the results of Kronstein [8] to 
compute m,,(4). Let 4 be an irreducible p-modular (Brauer) constituent of 4. 
Then m0p(9) = I Q,kk P) : Q,@>I. But # must be a faithful character of <w>, 
which is cyclic of order qn+c. Thus Q(4) = Q(+,+c). For the moment assume 
that q” # 4 or qc # 2. Let s = min{c, n}. Since epc EQ~ but epe+l $Q, , then 
j Q,(c,~+~) : QP(+)\ = q”. Since ( Q,(4) : QP(+)l = d is prime to q, then 
I QdA $1 : Q&)1 = 9”. Hence ~o,(x> = m0$4) = 9”. 
In the case that 4% = 4 and qc = 2, sets = 0. By [lo, Satz IO], mop($) < 2. 
Since k/Q is cyclic in this case, the elements of order 2 in S(k) are induced 
from S(Q) by Lemma 2. Since p + 1 ( mod 4), the p-local degree of k/Q is 2 
and all elements of order 2 in S(k) h ave p-local index 1. Thus mop(x) = 
rnQp($) = q” = 1. 
If Y is a finite rational prime different from p and q, then r f 1 H I. By 
[8, Lemma 3.21, m,?(x) = rno?(+) = 1. Since we assume that q” > 2, x has 
no real splitting field and mom(x) = 1. 
LEMMA 3. Let A be the simple component of kG belonging to the irreducible 
character x defined above. Then [A] E S(k) and A hasp-local index qs. All other 
local indices of A equal 1. 
P7oof. Since mop(x) = q”, then A has p-local index q” and A has p-local 
invariants as described in Corollary 1 of Theorem 1. Thus the sum of the 
p-local invariants equals 0 modulo 1. Also for all rational primes r different 
for p and q, the r-local invariants are 0. Since the sum of all invariants must 
be 0 modulo 1, then the sum of the q-local invariants must be 0 module 1. 
Since q is completely ramified in k, there is a single prime of k dividing q. 
Hence the q-local invariant is 0 and the q-local index is 1. 
THEOREM 3. Let k = Q(+) with 4% > 2. Then the Sylow q-subgroup of 
S(k) is generated by the classes of the characters constructed above when p ranges 
over all primes p = 1 (mod q). 
Proof. Let [B] be a q-element in S(k) and let 9’ = { p, ,..., pt} be the set 
of all rational primes at which B has non-zero invariants. 9 is a finite set and 
it contains no infinite primes since k contains an imaginary subfield. By 
[lo, Satz 121, q $9 since qn > 2. 
Let p $9’ and suppose B has p-local index q” > 1. If q” = 4 and q” = 2, 
thenp = 1 (mod 4) by the argument of Lemma 2.By [lO,Satz 101,~ = 1+ qcd 
with c > a. By Theorem 1, eqo E k; so n 3 a. Set s = min{c, n}. Let 
[A] G S(k) be a class constructed above with p-local index qs and all other local 
indices equal to 1. Let p be a prime of k dividing p such that inv,(A) = l/q”. 
Suppose inv,(B) = u/qa. Set e = uq8/qa. Then by (I) and Theorem 1 of [2], 
[A]” and [B] have equal p-local invariants. 
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For each pi E P’, let [A# be selected as in the preceding paragraph. Then 
Lw ... [AJet and [B] have equal invariants, so [B] = [A# ... [A$,. 
Thus the Sylow q-subgroup of S(k) is g enerated by the desired elements. 
THEOREM 4. Let k = Q(+) with qn > 2. Then S(k) = S,,(k) x S,(k) 
unless q = 2, in which case S(k) = S,,(k). S,,(k) is the Sylow q-subgroup of 
S(k) and is determined in Theorem 3. S,(k) consists of those classes of B(k) which 
have uniformly distributed invariants with values 0 or 4 such that the p-local 
invariants aye 0, whenever pa + 1 (mod q”) for all odd integers a. 
Proof. When q = 2, S(k) contains no elements of odd order; so it is 
characterized by Theorem 3. Suppose q is odd. By Theorem 1, S(k) = 
S&9 x S,(k) h w ere S,(k) consists of the elements of order 2. By Lemma 2, 
elements of order 2 are induced from S(Q). They have zero p-local invariants 
whenever d = 1 QDk : Q2, [ is divisible by 2. Since d is the smallest integer 
such that pd = 1 (mod q”), the theorem follows. 
We note that S(Q(1/-3)) had already been characterized by Fields, by 
a combination of Theorem 3 of [6] and Theorem 2 of [5]. 
In light of Lemma 3, a converse to Theorem 1 can be proved: If k contains 
%I 7 then S(k) contains infinitely many elements of order m. Clearly it suffices 
to consider the case that m = q” is a prime power. There are infinitely many 
rational primes which split completely in k. Let p be any such prime. By 
Lemma 3 there exists A E S(Q(+)) with p-local index qn and all other local 
indices equal to 1. Since p splits completely in k, B = A @o(E,n) k has 
p-local index q” by (II). Since all other local indices of B are 1, there are 
infinitely many distinct such algebras in S(k). 
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